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Part A
Answer anY two qu.estinns.
Each question carrics a weight of 4.

1.

2.

and develop a lesson
Select a topic of your choice from Secondary School Mathematics syllabus
transcript based on Inquiry Training Model'
test.
Explain the steps on the construction and standardisation of an Achievemeat

B. Explain the theory of Bruner. Detail the contributions made by the theory to

=..=...=:--i

4.

i

Mathematics

those skills'
What are basic mathematical skills? How will you assist your students to acquire

(2x 4=8)
Part B
Answer anY six questions.
Each question carries a weight of 2'

5. Write the role of JCT in mathematical education'
6. How will you conduct co-operative learning in your class?
7. Give practical suggestions in motivating students to learn Mathematics'
S.HowGardner'stheoryhelpsinmathematicseducation?
education'
Inductive and deductive approaches applied together give better results in mathematics
Explain.
10. Explain the merits and demerits of objective types questions.

g.

11. What

are the advantages of an activity oriented approach?

L2. How will you practice cognitive Growth Model in classroom?
(6 x 2= L2)
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Part C
Answer any six questi.ons.
Each questian carrics a weight of
How mathematics learning takes prace
in project method?

l,
13'
L4' write the importance of remediar instruction
in mathematics.
15' what is the rore of action research in mathematics
crass?
16. What is perforurance based evaluation ?
17. What is problem based learning?
18. Explain reversibility in piaget,s theory.
19' Briefly explain the contribution of Ausubel
for mathematics education.
20. How will you practice reflective learning
strategy?

(6x1-6)
part D
21.

Answer allquestions.
Each questian carri,es a weight of
%.
B"inS out the importance of experimenta!
learning.

22' write out research study that can be carried
out in leaming styles in mathematics.
23' write one essay tlpe question from rligher
Secondary Mathematics syllabus.
24. What is indirect grading system?
25. What is self appraisal?
26. Write two methods to identiff mathematical
giftedness.
27. What is the manual of a tool?
28. What is brain based learning?
29. What are positive and negative exemplars?

30'

cite one exampre for transfer of rearning
in Mathematics.
31. What are the components of mathematical
creativity?

32. Write two subskills of geometrical skill.

(72x*b-6)

